
The QTL Series at a Glance
The line currently includes three products: High Bays, Aisle Lighters, and General Purpose Strips. Additional QTL products are coming soon, so be sure to stay in the know!

QHB High Bays
Thanks to a lightweight extruded aluminum body,  
QTL Series High Bays are a breeze to install for sleek, 
leading edge lighting without the hassle. Light is 
angled toward shelves for reduced mispicks.

n Lightweight for easy installation 
n Quick install construction 
n Sleek, contemporary design 
n Frosted lens for glare control 
n 250 or 400W HID equivalent 
n 120 degree beam spread 
n TCP SmartStuff compatible

View Spec Sheet

QAL Aisle Lighters
QTL Series V-shaped Aisle Lighters make your products 
the center of attention. With a high CRI and beam 
angle that highlights displays, your products look more 
appealing than ever.

n V-shaped fixture with 144° light spread 
n Reduced “cave effect” with uplighting 
n 90+ CRI with an R9 greater than 5 
n Daisy chain wiring for easy installation 
n Dimmable 
n SmartStuff compatible

View Spec Sheet

Feeling Inspired?
Click here to learn more about the QTL Series from TCP. Or, get a quote for your upcoming lighting project.

For additional information and personalized support,  
call TCP at 800.324.1496.

I N T R O D U C I N G

QTL Series 
Luminaires from TCP
Innovation is LED by TCP.
TCP is never satisfied with the status quo, especially when it comes to commercial lighting design.That’s why they reinvented some of the most common commercial fixtures  
to address age-old issues and raise the bar for lighting design with their innovative new QTL Series.

The series uses QTL technology to make flat fixtures more flexible. The result? Light that focuses where it matters—toward products—instead of straight down toward the floor.

Say goodbye to cave-like areas, unflattering glare, and warehouse mis-picks with the latest LED technology from TCP.

What is QTL?
So, what’s behind the luminaires that will change the way you think about commercial lighting?

QTL stands for Quick, Thin, Lumens making it the most powerful, lightweight, and durable LED Luminaire of it’s time. This is what makes the fixtures in the QTL Series  
more versatile and flattering to products than their corresponding traditional fixtures.

“We’re excited to debut the QTL series with three products we know our customers will love,” said Lesley Matt,  
Senior Vice President of TCP. “We are already looking forward to expanding QTL luminaires in the future. We have  

already had customers see the quick installation benefit and can’t wait to share more variety.”

Benefits of QTL
A quick install saves time and money. No luminaires install faster than QTL. Why?  
Because QTL is purposely designed with a sleek, lightweight body for an effortless install.  
Plus, the necessary standard installation hardware is already included! 
n  The QTL series eliminates shadows and dark areas created by traditional high bays and aisle lights. For example, in grocery store applications,  

QTL Aisle Lighters direct consumer attention toward shelved products and show those products in their best light.

n QTL luminaires are stylishly designed, dimmable, and compatible with TCP SmartStuff smart lighting technology.

n Available in a variety of different lumen packages and color temperatures, there is a QTL Luminaire for almost every application.

n Looking to maximize energy savings? TCP’s QTL line uses the latest in LED technology so you can improve your bottom line and reduce your energy costs.

Where Can You Use QTL?
QTL Luminaires feature versatile designs suitable for use across all commercial applications.

“Wherever you need stylish, functional commercial lighting, QTL Series luminaires are an excellent fit,” Matt says.  
“Grocery stores, warehouses, showrooms, and retail spaces can all benefit from what the QTL Series has to offer.”

Every commercial space is unique, which is why TCP’s lighting experts are on standby to answer questions and provide support from the product selection stage to installation 
day and beyond. Plus, TCP manages the majority of the rebate process to help you save money without all the headaches.

QGP General Purpose Strips
QTL Series General Purpose Strips give you full  
creative freedom. Designed with flexibility as a priority,  
use these strips to add quality, bright light wherever  
you need it.

n Endlessly customizable 
n Easy to install 
n High quality, energy-efficient light 
n Dimmable 
n SmartStuff compatible

View Spec Sheet

https://www.tcpi.com/qtl-series-led-luminaires/
https://31ie0amlw353ita8n1t3t6v1-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/QTL-Series-High-Bay-Spec-Sheet.pdf
https://31ie0amlw353ita8n1t3t6v1-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/QTL-Series-Aisle-Light-Spec-Sheet.pdf
https://31ie0amlw353ita8n1t3t6v1-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/QTL-Series-QGP-Strip-Spec-Sheet.pdf
https://www.tcpi.com/qtl-series-led-luminaires/
https://www.tcpi.com/get-a-quote/



